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Lecture 2.19

Processing to export

More than 90% of vertebrate genes (protein-coding) undergo Alternative Splicing

Alternative Splicing usually concerns 1 or 2 exons in a gene (median 8.8 exons), but 
exceptions exists (from none to several).

Alternative Splicing  ( Splice Lesson 7 to Lesson 18 ) 
What we have learnt:

cis-element defining AS are two kinds: 
1) 5’-ss, 3’-ss, branching site and polypyrimidine tract are common to all introns   but

their “goodnes score” can vary, it is generally high for constitutive exons and low for 
alternative exons (exceptions exist).

2) exonic and intronic sequences that either enhance or repress  splicing sites utilization: 
ESE, ISE, ESS, ISS, when intronic usually surrounding exons.

trans-factors regulating AS are different kinds:
1) snNRPs and associated proteins  that recognize type 1) cis-elements1) snNRPs and associated proteins, that recognize type 1) cis-elements
2) SR and hnRNP RNA binding proteins, that have a role in both connecting elements of the 

constitutive splicing (exon definition and intron definition models) and in AS regulation 
by binding to ESE, ISE, ESS, ISS.

3) tissue-specific splicing regulators, exemplified by the Nova-1 and Nova-2 proteins

In parallel with transcription factors, regulators are not “per se” repressors or activators, 
but their activity is more or less context- and position-dependent (exemplified by Nova).
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RNA – protein interaction
gene expression and splicing regulation

Mutually exclusive exons ? 

suggestions from bioinformatic studies

(the case of Dscam gene in Drosophila)
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Two conserved sequence emerged: the 1° is the “docking site”, that preceedes exon block.
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Two conserved sequence emerged: second is the “selector”, that preceedes each exons.

Figure 4. The D. melanogaster 
Selector Sequence Consensus
(A) Th 48 l t d(A) The 48 selector sequences and 
flanking sequence were aligned 
together. The most frequent 
nucleotides in the central portion 
of the
alignment are highlighted.
(B) The alignment was used to 
generate a selector sequence 
consensus.
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Figure 5. The Docking Site and Selector Sequences Consensus Are Complementary
The docking site consensus sequence is complementary to the central 28 nucleotides of 
the selector sequence consensus. The most frequent nucleotide at each position of the 
selector sequence is complementary to the docking site.
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The model may explain how an exon is stochastically selected for splicing

however

RNA transcripts in a cell are always spliced in the same way.... how can the 
machinery “remember” which  selector was used the first time?

An explanation may come from nucleotide positioning studies. 
(see below)

Evolution of ASEvolution of AS

Regulation of regulators
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Constitutive exon:   an exon that is found in every mRNA 
from that particular gene

Alternative exon: an exon that may or may not be present in 
different mRNAs from that gene

definition

phylogenetic conservation

Constitutive exons:   usually quite high

Alternative exons:   not so high, it is thought one of the major issues of 
evolution of organism complexity, at least in vetrebrates. Hortologue 
comparison defines CAS (conserved AS) and non-CAS exons.comparison defines CAS (conserved AS) and non CAS exons.

How new AS exons arise ? 

•duplication followed by alternatization of constitutive exons

•exonization of noncoding sequences (example the Alu SINE)

•exon shuffling between separate genes

Sorek et al., (2004), Trends in 
Genetics, 20: 68
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Old data! RNA‐seq shows 
that maybe almost all 
genes do AS

Sorek et al., (2004), Trends in 
Genetics, 20: 68

Dataset: 980 EST-predicted human alternatively spliced 
cassette exons. 

From these 980 exons, 243 (25%) were also found to be 
alternatively spliced in mouse [‘conserved alternatively spliced 
exons’ (CAS exons)]. 

The remaining 737 (75%) are non-conserved alternatively 
spliced exons’ (non-CAS exons).

Sorek et al., (2004), Trends in 
Genetics, 20: 68
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Sorek et al., (2004), Trends in 
Genetics, 20: 68

Sorek et al., (2004), Trends in 
Genetics, 20: 68
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I ti f ith i f t d ill lt i tInsertion of exons with in‐frame stop codons will result in premature  
termination of translation (truncated protein)

However, even when nonsense mutations arise (e.g. in cancer cells), 
truncated proteins are rarely found in cells.

How does it happens ? 

Nonsense mediated Decay
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Non-sense mediated decay of mRNA

Translation test Exon-junction complex

Further processing: more “signals” in the RNA sequence ?

capping 

editing

transport from nucleus to cytoplasm (export)

nonsense mediated decay (NMD)

cytoplasmatic localization 

Translational initiation

Stability – degradation

Deadenylation – cytoplasmatic polyadenylation
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These events are:

•Specific – they depend on RNA sequences

•Due to interation with specific RNA‐binding proteins

•Regulated
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review
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Fig. 2. Intracellular distribution of the 
cap-binding protein CBP20 in C. 
tentans salivary gland cells studied by 
immunoelectron microscopy. The 
assembly of the BR RNP particle is 
shown in A–D: proximal portions of 
the BR gene are displayed in A, distal 
portions in B and C, and a schematic 
drawing of the BR gene in D (p, 
proximal; m, middle; d, distal portions 
of the gene). The fate of the released 
BR particles is shown in E–H: BR 
particles are present in the 
nucleoplasm (E), at the pore (F), and 
in an unfolded conformation when 
passing through the pore (G and H). 
Gold particles are marked by arrows 
and indicate the position of CBP20 Itand indicate the position of CBP20. It 
should be noted that gold particles are 
at the leading 59 end of the BR 
particle when it passes through the 
nuclear pore. (Bar equals 100 nm.) 
Modified from ref. 27; produced by 
permission of The Rockefeller 
University Press.
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Kohler and Hurt, 2007
Meccanismi di esporto (esportine e ran)

Abstract.  Transcription is a central function occurring in the nucleus of 
eukaryotic cells in coordination with other nuclear processes. During 
transcription, the nascent pre‐mRNA associates with mRNA‐binding 
proteins and undergoes a series of processing steps, resulting in export 
competent mRNA ribonucleoprotein complexes (mRNPs) that are 
t t d i t th t l E i t l id i i ltransported into the cytoplasm. Experimental evidence increasingly 
indicates that the different processing steps (5′‐end capping, splicing, 3′‐
end cleavage) and mRNP export are connected to each other as well as to 
transcription, both functionally and physically. Here, we review the
overall process of mRNP biogenesis with particular emphasis on the 
functional coupling of transcription with mRNP biogenesis and export and 
its relationship to nuclear organization.
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of the nuclear side of eukaryotic gene expression, from 
transcription to nuclear export. NPC Nuclear pore complex, CTD C‐terminal domain of 
Rpb1, RNAPII RNA polymerase II.
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From Aguilera 2005, Curr Op Cell Biol, 17:242.
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transport protein specificity ?

33:155‐161.

From: Mata et al.(2005) Trends Biochem Sci 30:506‐514.
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U2AF65 is localized in both cytoplasmatic and 
nuclear fractions

PTB (polypyrimidine‐tract binding protein): 
idem

RNA ( l A) b d t ith U2AF65 PTBmRNA (polyA) bound to either U2AF65 or PTB 
immunoprecipitated, labeled and hybridized to microarrays

Figure 2 Clustering analysis of microarray data. 

(a) Unsupervised clustering of the microarray dataset was 
performed with the dChip software using standard
settings considering all nonredundant probes with positive 
hybridization signal. The dataset includes microarray 
hybridization results from input and immunoprecipitation (IP) 
samples from three experiments with anti‐U2AF65 antibody (U1 
to U3) and two experiments with anti‐PTB antibody (P1 and 
P2) Sample clustering defines a tree with two first levelP2). Sample clustering defines a tree with two first level 
branches corresponding to input and IP samples. 

(b) Re‐clustering analysis after clearing transcripts that were 
over‐represented either in the inputs or in all 
immunoprecipitation samples. Sample clustering defines a tree 
with three first level branches corresponding to input, U2AF65, 
and PTB immunoprecipitation samples. For clustering analysis, 
the probe signal intensities for each mRNA are standardized to 
have mean 0 and standard deviation 1 across all samples. The 
color scale for mRNAs is presented as follows: red represents 

i l l b i f ll

from Gama‐Carvalho 2006 Genome Biol 7:R113

expression level above mean expression of a gene across all 
samples, black represents mean expression; and green 
represents expression lower than the mean. Because of the 
standardization, probe signal intensities most likely fall within [‐
3, 3]. 
PTB, polypyrimidine tract binding protein; U2AF, U2 small 
nuclear RNP auxiliary factor.


